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About This Game

DESCRIPTION

CRASHDAY: REDLINE EDITION

More speed. More destruction. More fun than ever before!

The most action-loaded arcade racer is back on Steam in a fully overhauled edition! Created by the original developers of the
2006 PC racing game Crashday, we proudly present the game's official re-release version: Crashday: Redline Edition!

Crashday: Redline Edition is the multiplayer arcade racer with near limitless possibilities! Race. Wreck. Shoot. Smash. Seven
game modes. Battle online and offline. On roads and in arenas. Design and share your own tracks. Enjoy user-made mods,

circuits and cars from Steam Workshop. Play the game the way you like. Today there are no rules.

MAIN FEATURES

Crashday: Redline Edition brings you everything that you love about Crashday, carefully enhanced in various meaningful ways:

Multiplayer Battles
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Play in online multiplayer, single events or in the career game. Now including full Steam integration, with Steam-based
lobbies, avatar images, voice chat and more.

Seven Game Modes
Enjoy a variety of play styles such as Wrecking Match, Stunt Show or Race, as well as unique Crashday classics like
Hold The Flag, Pass The Bomb or Bomb Run. Compete solo or in teams.

Track Editor
Build and share your own crazy circuits using the integrated track editor. Choose from over 150 building blocks,
including insane ramps, wicked corkscrews, off-road terrains and a lot more.

Modding
Customize the hell out of the game! Download and play mods, cars, tracks and more from the newly integrated Steam
Workshop, or create your own using the Crashday SDK. New: modded gameplay is now fully online-play compatible!

SECONDARY FEATURES

But there's more. Here's what else you get with Crashday: Redline Edition!

Refreshed graphics
New lighting, reworked textures and a brushed-up HUD & UI.

Gameplay tweaks
Enhanced controls, improved gamepad support and fine-tuned balancing in multiple areas of the game.

36 tracks
Including 10 new tracks specifically added for Redline Edition.

12 vehicles
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Get behind the wheel of urban street rides, heavy off-roaders and high-speed sports cars. Vrooom!

Weapons
Blast your enemies into pieces with missiles and mini-gun firepower.

Damage model
Real-time deformation. Just because it's so much fun to destroy things! :)

Pick-ups
All-new in Redline Edition! Grab ammo refill, instant-repair and more right from the tracks. The perfect enhancement
for online battles.

Tuning
Upgrade your rides with various tuning kits and parts. Now including full customization for multiplayer car setups.

Action replays
View the most spectacular scenes over and over.

Online play
Race against up to 8 friends in online matches, both VS-style or in teams.

Single event
Set up matches just the way you want and race against AI.
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Career game
Rise to fame as a driver in the Crashday underground league and unlock cars and tuning parts as you progress.

Mini games
Still not enough? Accept these six highscore challenges.

Bugfixes en masse
We have crushed more than 100 bugs (oops!) from the original game.

Original soundtrack
Last but not least: all of the classic music tracks from Crashday, including the unforgettable Pencilcase, Lowbuz, Peter
Struck and more!

GAME MODES

Wrecking Match
The classic arena deathmatch: destroy or be destroyed! Any more questions?

Stunt Mode
Amaze the audience by performing stunts, jumps and roll-over with your car. The freakier your show, the more points
you get.

Race
Be the first to cross the finish line. With or without weaponry distraction.

Hold The Flag
Grab an awkwardly large smiley (why not a flag?) from your enemies and take it through the checkpoints to score and
win.
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Pass The Bomb
A bomb on your car is armed, and the timer is running. Now quick! Pass on the bomb to your “friends” before it blows
up.

Bomb Run
Never drive slower than a certain speed, or a bomb in your car blows up! The evil deal: every time you pass a
checkpoint, the minimum speed increases!

Test Drive
Roam freely around your tracks without any limitations.

THE STORY OF CRASHDAY

Starting as a hobby project of two 14-year-olds in 1998, Robert Clemens and Jan Bodenstein developed a vision for their game
of dreams: Crashday – a game that would combine elements of their back-then favourites Carmageddon (1996) and Stunts

(1990). In a time long before indie games became a normal thing, the duo taught themselves about programming and creating
game art to make their vision come true. Developer Moonbyte Studios was born.

Fast-forward eight years, the PC racing game actually hit the shelves in early 2006 – completed with the help of development
partner Replay Studios, and distributed by then-publisher Atari. Long overdue and far more complex than in the developers'

wildest dreams, the game saw a positive reception amongst players worldwide. Crashday quickly built up a community of
passionate online players, track builders, and enthusiastic modders. Last but not least due to extensive modding capabilities, the

game had eventually survived far longer than anyone had expected.

2017. Already past its tenth anniversary and driven by tremendous support from a few still-active Crashday players and fans,
Moonbyte decided to bring their “baby” back to Steam. Nowadays, in a fully digital landscape, the way community-driven

online games are played and shared has changed – perfect conditions for a game like Crashday, and surely the ideal opportunity
to pay tribute to the fans by making use of new technology and distribution channels while staying true to its roots. This is

Crashday: Redline Edition.
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Just like back then, perfect. Glad to see crashday is back but I'm sad to see they didn't remove the sexist dialogue.

You'll finish the Career mode in ~2 hours.

It's fun, and definitely worth it while on sale. Think twice at full price as the level editor and multiplayer might not be enough to
make it worth it.. i don't like handling in this game. If your looking for a tough challenge, this might be a decent game for you.
TLDR: This should have been a DLC to the original game, really.

If compared to the original Crashday game, there is refill pickups and a more brutal AI but the AI is also cheating in some
sense, getting much tougher armor on it's vehicles and this is after boosting the damage of guns, mostly for the AI.

If you haven't already bought the original Crashday, this isn't too badly priced,

But it isn't worth it if you already have it as this is essentially just a few tweaks and a sloppy mod support added.
Every single mission is the same, every tile for the track editor is the same.
Nothing new for the existing vehicles as far as i could see and no new vehicles either.

The shop/garage in carreer mode has been weirdly reworked, now it is a bit buggy and just feels re.ta.rd.ed when it is working
Also: the custom music option is gone, except for a mod with extra music.. And it doesn't even crash. DOES NOT START.
PERIOD.. Good old childhood memories. After such a long time this game comes in a remastered version and it's really
awesome!. When I saw this popped up on Steam, I can't hold my finger from the "Add to Cart" button. This game is one of the
games that defined my childhood. It was really fun back in the day, and it's still fun to this day. A classic back in 2006, now
finally on Steam.

I don't notice anything being removed, even the OSTs I remember are still there! Even MP is still there, utilizing Steam's
servers, and even modding is still here and made easier with Workshop support. An excellent Steam port that other rereleases
should follow. Thanks for enhancing my childhood!

But I should point out what didn't age well, at least from my perspective:

- Graphics, obviously. Still looks pretty good in my opinion!
- Career mode. It's really short, but I remember this game being a budget release, so there's not a lot of content to begin with.
Besides, there's mods!
- Physics. They're pretty hard to grasp into, even after 11 years. I've played better controlling car combat games before this.

But even after that, it still gets a solid 8/10 from me. Especially for only almost-10 bucks. Besides, we have mod support!

Go get it, today is Crashday!. Twisted Metal meats Trackmainia in this long awaited game revival. Still waiting for CrashDay 2
though!!! Nice throw back to the early 2000's. I would recommend this game even being dated like it is beause its still FUN!!!!
Mods work from the Steamworks shop as well. Did a video if you want to check it out here:
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childhood game, now with increased difficulty - couldn't have asked for more. Game is totally C R A P... and there is NO
PLAYERS like at all.... don't spend money on that S H I T.
I think most of positive feedbacks are paid.. There's no drastic difference between the original edition and this one, although
new graphics (I mean updated LOL), new mechanics (in-race power ups, it's like in Blur), reworked ONLINE GAMEPLAY (!),
lots of Russians (LEL, I'm serious with that, don't take me wrong I have no problems with Russians but there's a lot from them),
new graphic elements (HUD changes, menu changes), and the best thing in my case; MODDING SUPPORT (as you can see, it's
associated with Steam's Workshop, also the developers made this game very community-friendly). Who enjoyed playing with
the original will enjoy this one too... You can find thousands of created elements in the Workshop!. This game wall so much fun
with the original. And now with this remake, it's so much better. I love this game!!. Still fun as it was back in 2006, totally
recommend this version even though they should've improved the A.I.. I played a lot of crashday in the past, and this... is not
crashday tbh.

The physics changed dramaticaly. The gamepad works, but it's easier to use a keyboard anyway.
They fixed the infinite acceleration, but only for going forward! In fact, it's faster to drive backwards now, because you
accelerate not only faster, but can achieve any speed in reverse gear. You're winner!

Same soundtracks. Which is kinda cool, but they could've added at least something.

What did we get? "Improved" graphics that still look like they are straight from 2006. 10 brand new tracks (WHY?). This is
pretty much the old Crashday with what is supposed to be new features, but they either don't work or implemented badly. In
fact, I managed to hit an invisible wall and go through a container while testing physics.

If you own original Crashday - well, better just play it and don't care. If you never did own Crashday - I'd suggest finding a way
to play the original, because this version is ridiculous.

Crashday Redline Edition - Update 1.5.27:
Hey Crashday fans,

The latest patch 1.5.27 for Crashday Redline Edition is now live on Steam!

Here's what's new in 1.5.27
---------------------------
[Bugfix] Fixed the kick feature.
[Bugfix] Fixed crash when exiting from colour selection in multiplayer.
[Bugfix] Fixed lobbies that allowed blocked members to join.
[Bugfix] Prevented empty lobby names.
[Bugfix] Fixed recovery synchronization state in HTF.
[Bugfix] Fixed AI getting stucked in Pass The Bomb.
[Bugfix] Fixed crash when using car mods (reported by QuibblePantsC7).
[Bugfix] General multiplayer optimizations.
[Tweak] Fixed Steam Music getting stuck.
[Feature] Add the possibility to turn on manual transmission from game.dbs. [Game.ManualTransmission in game.dbs]
[Feature] Add the possibility to use test driving in multiplayer (seen the numerous requests about it).
[Multiplayer.EnableTestDrive in game.dbs]

Please join our official Discord channel for more updates and questions :)

http://discord.me/crashday

Moonbyte Games. Crashday Redline Edition - Update 1.5.24:
Hey Crashday fans,

The latest patch 1.5.24 for Crashday Redline Edition is now live on Steam!
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Here's what's new in 1.5.24
---------------------------

[Bugfix] Crash: Fixed several DX9-related crashes ("Unable to reset rendering device")
[Bugfix] Crash: Fixed a rare random crash when joining a modded lobby.
[Bugfix] Crash: Fixed a rare crash when taking damage.
[Bugfix] HTF: Fixed flag being dropped on the rooftop when inside buildings.
[Bugfix] MP Browser: If you change list sorting and the click update, sorting will now correctly apply to the updated list
[Bugfix] Fixed various music playback issues.
[Bugfix] Fixed kilometers driven not being calculated.
[Bugfix] Achievements: Fixed achievements not working in team matches.
[Bugfix] Achievements: Fixed achievements to not count in mod development mode.
[Tweak] Achievements: Removed exaggerated achievements which were overly grindy or unfair to achieve (such as "Play 1000
hours")
[Tweak] Updated SDL to v2.0.5 (general input device enhancements)
[Tweak] Yellow arrow above flag is now hidden when too distant
[Tweak] Open Workshop item in Steam instead of your browser when clicking mod info / double clicking the mod.
[Tweak] Car modding: Increased maximum number of allowed gears
[Localization] "Flood correction" messages now properly localized
[Localization RUS] Various Russian localization adjustments.
[Localization RUS] Added missing "Ё" "ё" cyrilic characters (such as when typing text).
[Localization RUS] Fixed wrongly shown "б" character.

We are already working on the next patch. Please let us know any other problems you think are important in the comments
below.

Thank you!

The Moonbyte Team
. 1.5.30:
1.5.30 update:

[Bugfix] Fix russian translations
[Bugfix] Fix turkish translations
[Bugfix] Fix checkpoint area of "chkhw.cfl" (By OutBlast)
[Bugfix] Fix Recovery.VelocityThreeshold.
[Bugfix] Improve singleplayer and multiplayer performance
[Bugfix] Improve performance in wrecking match
[Bugfix] Fix reverse speed limiters
[Feature] Increase max fields from 4000 to 8000
[Feature] Add Brazilian language

Enjoy!. Crashday Redline Edition - Update 1.5.25:
Hey Crashday fans,

The latest patch 1.5.25 for Crashday Redline Edition is now live on Steam!

Here's what's new in 1.5.25
---------------------------

[Bugfix] Crash: Fixed crash when canceling a running mod download.
[Bugfix] Crash: Fixed crash on WIN7 machines when trying to join a modded lobby.
[Bugfix] Crash: Fixed crash when starting the game caused by incorrect kits.config file.
[Bugfix] Multiplayer: fixed clients receiving more damage than hosts.
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[Bugfix] Fixed bug that shows an empty car for a few seconds when someone joins the lobby.
[Bugfix] Fixed FPS drop when using nitro on Xbox One controller.
[Bugfix] Fixed score lag issues in Hold The Flag.
[Bugfix] Fixed stunt show points not being synchronized.
[Bugfix] Fixed some issues with Redline Rush track (thanks to Kerouha).
[Bugfix] Improved missile synchronization.
[Bugfix] Fixed physics related issues with high FPS, resulting in general improved stability.
[Bugfix] Fixed smoke effects appearing after respawn.
[Bugfix] Hid bomb flashing for exploded players.
[Bugfix] Modding: Fixed forcedrivermodel not working in career for AI opponents.
[Tweak] Modding: Improved career ladder list and made it possible to define multiple nicknames for End Mission.
[Tweak] Increased chat message time.
[Tweak] Lobbies sorted by number of players connected when using player filter.
[Tweak] Made the car less heavier when holding the flag. Added "Game.FlagHolderSlowdown" in game.dbs.
[Tweak] Made FPS limiter configurable from graphics.config.
[Localization] Fixed various localization texts.

Thank you!

The Moonbyte Team. 1.5.28 update:
[Bugfix] Improve multiplayer performance
[Bugfix] Fix FPS issues (Reported by GamerAlex)
[Bugfix] Fix intro text getting spaces for russian language
[Bugfix] Improve savegame auto-recovery
[Bugfix] Fix car classes in multiplayer
[Bugfix] When the game recognize a corrupted file, it will automatically force Steam to verify cache on next execution
[Bugfix] Translate achievement texts.
[Bugfix] Various lobby fixes
[Bugfix] Fix stunt hack on deathwall (Reported by Camomile)
[Bugfix] Fix russian translation that appears when taking the repair pickup
[Bugfix] Fix vote button positions when the lobby is full
[Bugfix] Fix player stats not being synchronized between server and client
[Bugfix] Fix minigun and missile achievements not being counted in multiplayer
[Bugfix] Fix redline_bombshock that used to let the flag spawn outside the drivable area
[Bugfix] Fix engine and effects sound volumes
[Bugfix] Clear input when the Steam overlay is activated
[Bugfix] Stop the sound effect being endlessly played when using the color picker with a mouse
[Bugfix] Fix multiplayer garage showing custom E setups when there is a specific class selected.
[Bugfix] Fix stunt hack on factory roof (Reported by OutBlast)
[Crashfix] Fix crash when restarting the match when pickups are activated.
[Crashfix] Fix crash in multiplayer race mode when spectating a player that suddently leaves.
[Crashfix] Fix "INVALID_ID" crash
[Crashfix] Fix crash when trying to customize a default kit in the multiplayer garage (Reported by Freed8m)
[Tweak] Disable recovery velocity threshold by default
[Tweak] Remove play 10 hours, play 100 hours and Buy the Incubator achievements
[Tweak] Replace the old carbon texture for the Cube (by Michael)
[Tweak] Improve lag compensation
[Tweak] Remove Game.AntiFlood cvar
[Feature] Added the possibility to test the microphone in sound options
[Feature] Added the possibility to set the microphone volume in transmission
[Feature] Added black stripes vinyl for the Cube RS (by Nitronik)
[Feature] Added AllowLMSAutoSequence for disabling the cut scenes in Last Mast Standing
[Feature] Added official support for void tiles through "GROUND_VOID" flag; now everytime the car falls behond the tile, the
car gets destroyed.
[Feature] Added survival gamemode (by OutBlast)
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[Feature] Added "Foggy" ambience (by Michael)
[Feature] Added the possibility to remove the spoiler from the incubator (by OutBlast)
[Feature] Added new achievements. 1.5.28 Beta:
Hello guys,
The 1.5.28 patch is under development, however you can test it by switching to our private beta channel. Just right click on
Crashday Redline Edition and go to properties, click on BETAS tab and select private.

Have fun! 

Don't foget to join our official discord chat!
http://discord.me/crashday. 1.5.31:
1.5.31 update:

[Bugfix] Fix map editor resize issues.
[Bugfix] Set Recovery.VelocityThreeshold to the maximum by default.
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[Bugfix] Minor changes.
[Feature] Add Spanish language.

Enjoy!. Crashday Redline Edition - Update 1.5.26:
Hey Crashday fans,

The latest patch 1.5.26 for Crashday Redline Edition is now live on Steam!

Here's what's new in 1.5.26
---------------------------

[Crashfix] Fixed crash with pickups in career mode when restarting events (reported by THE KOKS XXL).
[Crashfix] Fixed random crash when playing multiplayer HTF.
[Crashfix] Fixed random crash while spectating.
[Crashfix] Fixed multiplayer browser crash.
[Crashfix] Fixed random crash in multiplayer lobby.
[Crashfix] Fixed track editor crash when making a new track from delete CP view.
[Bugfix] Fixed resolution being too big on first start.
[Bugfix] Fixed bug that makes the game stuck after disabling mods (savegame invalidation).
[Bugfix] Fixed view range option issue that couldn't be changed.
[Bugfix] Fixed multiplayer car classes for default presets.
[Bugfix] Fixed game getting stuck when track finishes to play.
[Feature] Added support for non XInput controllers.
[Feature] Added the possibility to re-binding acceleration, brake and steer controls for gamepads.
[Feature] Added time-based bomb run mode for career mods.

NOTE about gamepads:
If your gamepad is not recognized by the game there are some steps to follow in order to make it work.

The game now loads a custom gamepad database located in C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\config\gamecontrollerdb.txt.
To add new gamepads you can use http://www.generalarcade.com/gamepadtool/ which is well explained in their page!

Another useful link is https://github.com/gabomdq/SDL_GameControllerDB

Cheers

The Moonbyte Team
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